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ABSTRACT: Polymer complex fibers (PCFs) are a novel kind of
fiber material processed from polymer complexes that are
assembled through noncovalent interactions. These can realize
the synergy of functional components and miscibility on the
molecular level. The dynamic character of noncovalent interactions
endows PCFs with remarkable properties, such as reversibility,
stimuli responsiveness, self-healing, and recyclability, enabling
them to be applied in multidisciplinary fields. The objective of this
article is to provide a review of recent progress in the field of PCFs.
The classification based on chain interactions will be first
introduced followed by highlights of the fabrication technologies
and properties of PCFs. The effects of composition and
preparation method on fiber properties are also discussed, with
some emphasis on utilizing these for rational design. Finally, we
carefully summarize recent advanced applications of PCFs in the
fields of energy storage and sensors, water treatment, biomedical
materials, artificial actuators, and biomimetic platforms. This review is expected to deepen the comprehension of PCF materials and
open new avenues for developing PCFs with tailor-made properties for advanced application.
KEYWORDS: polymer complex fibers, spinning techniques, energy storage, sensor, water treatment, biomedical materials, actuator,
biomimetic platforms

1. INTRODUCTION
Polymer complexes possess unique structures and kinetic
behaviors, resulting from polymer complexation wherein one
polymer overcomes the intramolecular and polymer−solvent
interactions to associate noncovalently with other polymers to
form stable assemblies.1,2 Polymer complexation is considered
to be one of the key processes that relates to the origin of
life.3,4 A variety of biomacromolecule complexes in living
systems, such as double-helix DNA and membraneless
organelles, exert crucial functions to precisely regulate
biological activities and maintain life.2,5 Inspired by these
and other natural systems, polymer complexes thus have
received increasing attention in multiple research fields
including polymer physics, colloid chemistry, materials science
and engineering, and life sciences.6−11 One of the most
attractive features of polymer complexes are their dynamic
nature originating from noncovalent interactions among
polymer chains, which leads to numerous desirable properties.
These properties such as reversibility, adaptiveness, self-
healing, and stimuli-responsiveness, allow for the construction
of multifunctional and intelligent materials.12 Shaping polymer
complexes into fibers further endows the resulting materials
with the character inherent in fibrous structures and hence
extends the properties and functionalities beyond simple

polymer complexes. As a type of one-dimensional material,
fiber has both a large aspect ratio and a high specific surface
area, which facilitates high loading capacity and the capability
to quickly detect or respond to environmental variations. The
flexible and aligned structure also introduces excellent
mechanical properties and allows the fiber to be woven on
demand into different shapes.13 Therefore, a growing number
of research groups have participated in the exploring the wide
possibilities offered by polymer complex fibers (PCFs). The
work about PCF can be dated back to 1970s, in which stable
biopolymer fiber was obtained by extruding a protein/alginate
(ALG) mixture into a calcium chloride (CaCl2) bath, opening
up new opportunities to investigate and develop ALG-based
complex fibers for biomedical application.14,15 In 1994, Kitao
et al. reported the PCF prepared through synthetic polymers,
in which, poly(D-lactic acid) (PDLA)/poly(L-lactic acid)
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(PLLA) complex fiber was successfully fabricated by wet
spinning, exhibiting a melting point 50 °C higher than pure
poly(lactic acid) (PLA).16 This method has been widely used
to improve the thermostability of PLA. In 1998, Yamamoto et
al. reported PCFs prepared through interfacial drawing of two
oppositely charged polymers at the interface in the aqueous
solution, which paved the way to process polyelectrolyte
complexes into fibers.17 Afterward, with the deepening
understanding of fundamentals and the development of
technologies, tremendous efforts have been put into designing
and engineering PCFs to enrich their functional properties and
explore their versatile applications.
More recently, several excellent review papers have discussed

PCFs from different aspects.18−21 Wan introduced the
formation mechanism of polyelectrolyte-based fibers prepared
through interfacial drawing, summarizing their physical
properties and applications for tissue engineering and drug
delivery.18 Brettmann concentrated on the studies of molecular
interactions in electrospinning and reviewed the effects of
molecular interactions on rheological properties and fiber
processing.19 Subsequently, Steckl and Schiffman independ-
ently surveyed coaxial electrospinning technique relevant for
fiber preparation.20,21 Their reviews involved the research of
polyelectrolyte complex fibers (PE-PCFs) but primarily
focused on the fundamentals of coaxially electrospun
composite nanofibers (e.g., formation mechanism, parameter
adjustment, and process modification) and their applications.
Previous review articles emphasize PE-PCF generally, at most
discussing a single fabrication type, such as interfacial drawing
or electrospinning only. Herein, we aim to extend the
discussion beyond polyelectrolyte fibers to other types of
PCFs and provide a comprehensive overview of the various
fabrication methods with their characteristics and their recent
advances in applications. Classification of PCFs according to

their chain interactions is first introduced in this review. We
will further summarize the progress in PCF fabrication through
comparison of fabrication techniques and applicable scenarios
for each method and assess the effect of processing parameters
on fiber formation and properties. In addition, composition−
structure−property relationships, and the diverse properties of
PCFs will be addressed. In the last section, we highlight the
functionality and the up-to-date applications of PCFs for
advanced materials in various fields, including energy storage
and sensors, water treatment, biomedical materials, artificial
muscle actuators and biomimetic platforms. We hope this
review will deepen the comprehension of PCF materials,
invigorate new works within the field, and provide researchers
a quick guideline to develop PCFs with tailored properties for
advanced applications.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF PCFS
The assembly of polymer complexes can be driven by a variety
of noncovalent associations, such as metal coordination,
stereoselective interaction, electrostatic interaction, hydrogen
bonding and so on. Different molecular interactions and
bonding within polymer chains influence the formation
mechanism, preparation method, properties, and thus the
application of polymer complex-based materials. To date, there
are four types of PCFs being well studied, and they are
classified according to the dominant noncovalent interactions,
as coordination complex fiber (CO-PCF),22,23 stereocomplex
fiber (ST-PCF),24−27 polyelectrolyte complex fiber (PE-
PCF),28−31 and hydrogen-bonded complex fiber (HB-PCF)
(Figure 1).32−35

The CO-PCF consists of polymers and metal ions where the
metal−ligand coordination is the driving force for the fiber
formation. For this type of PCF, ALG/Ca coordination fiber is

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of four kinds of PCFs based on molecular interactions, including coordination complex fiber (CO-PCF),
stereocomplex fiber (ST-PCF), polyelectrolyte complex fiber (PE-PCF), and hydrogen-bonded complex fiber (HB-PCF).
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the most studied system because of the strong interaction
between divalent metals and carboxylate groups from ALG.
With rigid structure and biocompatibility of ALG in addition
to large coordination bond energy, ALG-based coordination
complexes are expected to construct tough fibers for tissue
engineering scaffolds and drug carriers.36,37

Stereocomplexes are generally produced via packing of two
complementary stereoisotactic polymers into the crystalline
state.38,39 Currently, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and
PLA are commonly used polymers for the preparation of
stereocomplexes.24,25,40 The association of syndiotactic and
isotactic PMMA results in PMMA stereocomplexes, which
could further be processed into fibers through electro-
spinning.24,25 Many researchers have focused on the formation
mechanism and crystalline structure of PMMA stereo-
complexes. One study reported in 2014 revealed that the
tactic PMMA fiber exhibited better biocompatibility in cell
culture, with enhanced cell attachment and proliferation
compared to pristine PMMA fibers, demonstrating the
potential of PMMA ST-PCFs for biomedical applications.25

For PLA ST-PCFs, different techniques such as wet spinning,
dry spinning, melt spinning, and electrospinning have been
conducted as a means to control fiber properties through
fabrication.16,41−48 It is reported that the dry-spun PLA ST-
PCF had higher tensile strength and melting temperature
compared to the wet-spun counterpart. This could be
explained by the increased surface defects generated in wet-
spun fiber during solvent exchange, and more stereocomplex
crystals forming upon drawing at 140 °C in the dry-spinning
process.16 The ST-PCF prepared by electrospinning possessed
an increased tensile modulus and strength than the PLLA or
PDLA fibers.45 Another work showed that the PLA ST-PCF
obtained by melt spinning presented greater thermostability
than pure PLA, with a crystalline structure tunable through
annealing process, enabling its usage in commodity fields as an
engineering material.49 Thus, the thermal resistance and/or
mechanical properties of ST-PCF can be tuned through choice
of preparation method, which broaden the practical
applications of PLA fibers.50,51

Polyelectrolyte complexes are the coacervates or precipitates
produced when the two oppositely charged polymers are
mixed in an aqueous solution.2 Based on the polymer origins
or intrinsic properties, polyelectrolytes are categorized as
natural and synthetic polyelectrolytes, or strong and weak
polyelectrolytes; various combinations can be made to form
polymer complex materials according to different needs. PE-
PCFs were first constructed using natural polymers (e.g.,
gelatin, chitosan (CHI), ALG, gum, and albumin) by the

Yamamoto group.52−57 Stiff PE-PCFs were spun by drawing
the liquid-like complexes in ethanol or water, and their
foundational work paves the way for the fabrication and
application of PE-PCFs. Nowadays, natural PE-PCFs hold
great potential to be applied for biomedicines, owing to their
commercial availability, biocompatibility, biodegradability, and
low toxicity. Polymer complex materials can also be prepared
using synthetic polyelectrolytes which include weak polyelec-
trolytes (e.g., poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and poly(allylamine
hydrochloride) (PAH)) and strong polyelectrolytes with
c o m p l e t e l y i o n i z e d g r o u p s ( e . g . , p o l y -
(diallyldimethylammonium) (PDADMA) and poly-
(styrenesulfonate) (PSS)). With the tunable ionization degree
and favorable stability, the synthetic polyelectrolytes are widely
used to study the fundamentals in polyelectrolyte complexation
process, including the effects of ions and water molecules on
chain conformation, assembly and disassembly of polyelec-
trolyte complexes.58−61 In another work, the “mixed”
polyelectrolyte fiber comprising PDADMA (the synthetic
polyelectrolyte) and ALG (natural polyelectrolyte) was
fabricated through complexation based wet spinning. The
obtained fibers showed humidity sensitive behavior with their
mechanical strength changing in response to the surrounding
humidity.62

Owing to the contribution of hydrogen bonding, two
different polymers (a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor) can
associate to form polymer complexes. Common polymers that
are hydrogen bond donors are PAA and poly(methacrylic acid)
(PMAA), and hydrogen bond acceptors are poly(ethylene
oxide) (PEO), poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVPON), poly(2-
ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEOX), and poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA).
The hydrogen-bonded complex PAA/PEO was first reported
in 1959 and its counterpart HB-PCF was reported in 2016.33,63

Hydrogen bonds can be broken and reconstructed reversibly
according to the pH variations that endow HB-PCFs with
outstanding pH responsive behavior. As the pH is modulated,
the fibers show reversible dilation-contraction, which could be
used to build artificial pH-driven actuators.64

3. FABRICATION TECHNOLOGIES
Since the first reported PCF in 1970s, various techniques have
been investigated and optimized for PCF fabrication, in order
to achieve the desired materials with controllable and tunable
properties. In general, the preparation method should be
selected based on chemical characteristics, physical properties,
and molecular interactions of the participating polymers in
fiber formation. On the other hand, it is also essential to take
the unique features of each technique into consideration

Figure 2. Schematic summarization of five fabrication technologies, melt spinning, interfacial drawing, electrospinning, microfluidics, and
complexation based wet spinning.
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because process parameters (e.g., nozzle extrusion, traction, or
external field) and conditions (e.g., temperature and the
viscosity of spinning dope) of manufacturing will significantly
influence the structures and behaviors of resultant fibers.
Herein, we will provide a description of modern technologies
for PCF fabrication including melt spinning,42,43,49 interfacial
drawing,65−71 electrospinning,44,72−77 microfluidics,78−83 and
complexation based wet spinning (Figure 2).33,62,84

3.1. Melt Spinning. Melt spinning is a simple method in
which the thermoplastic polymers are spun from the melting
state without solvent.85 The basic requirement for melt
spinning of single-component polymer fibers is that the
polymer’s melting temperature should be lower than its
degradation temperature. In melt spinning, the polymers are
first heated to form a polymer melt, followed by extrusion
through the spinning jet into an air chamber. After cooling and
solidification, the continuous fibers are drawn out of the air
chamber and wound on fiber spools. During this process,
parameters such as heating temperature, extrusion temper-
ature, extrusion speed, and winding speed can be adjusted to
tune the properties of resultant fibers. As an industrial process,
the spin rate of melt spinning is usually higher than other
spinning methods (e.g., wet spinning and electrospinning),
which enables the efficient production of fiber materials.42 To
date, the PLA complex fiber is considered the representative
ST-PCF prepared through melt spinning.49,50 PLA is a
crystalline polyester, having the low biotoxicity of a natural
material in addition to the easy machinability similar to
synthetic materials.26 While the melting temperature of pure
PLA is around 180 °C, its stereocomplex has been found to
exhibit a strikingly increased melting point of 230 °C, owing to
the existence of stereocomplex crystals induced by the side-by-
side aggregation of PLLA and PDLA with opposite helicity.40

Thus, the stereocomplex crystals are understood to modulate
fiber properties, and various work began to focus on improving
the melting temperature and mechanical properties of PLA
complex fibers by tuning the fraction of stereocomplex crystal.
Takasaki et al. identified the crystalline states in the PLLA/
PDLA stereocomplexes using X-ray diffraction and conforma-
tional energy analysis, finding that the formation of homo
crystals and stereocomplex crystals within the materials was
dependent on the ratio of PLLA/PDLA in the extrudate. In
their work, the initial dope containing 16.4 wt % PDLA only
possessed homo crystals and increasing the ratio of PLLA/
PDLA to 1:1 led to both homo and stereocomplex crystals.42

Further study revealed that the drawing and annealing
temperatures can also influence the content of the stereo-
complex crystals.41,43,45 Furuhashi reported that the PLLA/
PDLA blend fibers drawn at a temperature close to the homo
crystallization temperature consisted of homo crystals, while
elevating the temperature resulted in the formation of both
stereocomplex and homo crystals. Further, the differential
scanning calorimeter (DSC) heating curves showed that the
melting endotherm of stereocomplex crystal became sharper as
that of the homo crystal became smaller and disappeared as the
annealing temperature rose above 190 °C, indicating the effect
of annealing temperature on tuning the crystalline structure of
PLLA/PDLA ST-PCF.49

3.2. Interfacial Drawing. Different from the melt spinning
technique, interfacial drawing is designed and developed for
PCF fabrication under mild conditions on a laboratory scale. In
the interfacial drawing process, insoluble complexes are formed
at the interface of polymer solutions, which are then drawn by
tweezers or pipet tips to yield PCFs.18 Technically, this
method is suitable to process polymer complex systems that
could generate viscous coacervates, such as polyelectrolyte
complexes, hydrogen-bonded complexes, or coordination
complexes, yet most studies have used this method primarily
to prepare PE-PCFs. For example, the first PE-PCF reported
by Yamamoto et al. was fabricated using interfacial drawing. In
their work, the polyelectrolyte complex thin film, formed at the
interface by dropping gellan solution into CHI solution at pH
5, then withdrawing the product from the interface and
draping over a glass rod.17 Different polyelectrolyte pairs (e.g.,
CHI/poly(α,L-glutamic acid) and poly(L-lysine)/gellan) were
utilized by Yamamoto group to construct PE-PCFs through
the same method.55,56 Wan and co-workers later refined this
technique, proposing the mechanism of fiber formation during
interfacial drawing.18,65 The Wan group divides the fiber
formation process into four steps (Figure 3a): (1) Formation
of insoluble polyelectrolyte complex at the interface of two
oppositely charged polyelectrolyte solutions; (2) Generation of
“nuclear fibers” by drawing the interfacial complex vertically
upward; (3) Growth of “nuclear fibers” by depleting the
surrounding polyelectrolyte solution; (4) Formation of a
thicker primary fiber by “nuclear fibers” coalescing. During
interfacial drawing, the interface is continually consumed and
replaced by fresh polyelectrolytes through diffusion, and thus a
high concentration of polyelectrolyte solution is needed to
stabilize the complex interface.18 In addition, the drawing rate

Figure 3. (a) Schematic illustration of four-step formation mechanism of interfacial drawing; (b) the process of multicomponent fibers involving
two interfaces to four interfaces. Redrawn and reprinted with permission from ref 65. Copyright 2012 John Wiley and Sons.
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must be slow enough to allow the formation of fresh
complexes. When the drawing rate was too high, the complex
interface was consumed too quickly to draw continuously, and
the beads would align along the fibers. In order to realize a
hierarchical structure to enrich the functionalities, Wan et al.
further developed the multi-interface drawing method for PCF
fabrication.65 Two interfaces can be created when a droplet of
polyelectrolyte solution comes in contact with two droplets of
the oppositely charged polyelectrolyte; then fibers could be
drawn and fused from the interfaces. By adjusting various
configurations (Figure 3b), different number of interfaces can
be constructed, with various components distributed parallel
within the fiber, leading to a hierarchically complex structure
incorporating multiple functionalities of PCFs. Apart from the
ionizable polymers, charged colloids and small molecules can
also be incorporated into PCFs.86 In summary, interfacial
drawing is a facile and powerful technique to fabricate micro-
to milli-sized PCFs having multifunctionalities and tunable
structures. However, as the drawing process is based on
manual preparation, the interfacial drawing is not currently
suitable for mass production. Additionally, defects are
inevitable for interfacially drawn fibers due to the polymer
beads/droplets that form along fiber lines during the
fabrication and influence the morphology, structure, and
properties of the resulting fibers.
3.3. Electrospinning. Electrospinning is a cost-effective

and well-established technique that utilizes electrical forces to
prepare single-component or composite fibers with porosity
and high surface-to-volume ratio.20 Based on the design of
nozzle used in preparation, electrospinning can be divided as
single-nozzle and coaxial electrospinning,21 and recent progress
has demonstrated that both electrospinning methods can be
applied to produce PCFs. Compared with other methods,
electrospinning is more complicated yet controllable because
many parameters (e.g., solution properties and process
parameters) must be considered and adjusted during the
fiber fabrication. The effects of various parameters on the
resultant fibers have been reviewed and discussed in detail by
Rathore and Schiffman, and by Ewaldz and Brettmann.19−21

Herein, we will focus on discussing the features of PCF
fabrication using electrospinning and how the key fabrication
parameters affect the morphology of PCFs.
Figure 4a illustrates a typical process for PCF fabrication

through single-nozzle spinning. In brief, the complementary
polymer pairs are stored in the syringe as a precursor solution,
which is then ejected through a charged needle toward a
grounded collector, forming PCFs that are deposited onto the
collector as solvent evaporates. For a successful electro-
spinning, the primary requirement of the precursor solution

is to have a suitable viscosity, because low viscosity results in
the occurrence of electrospraying rather than electrospinning,
while high viscosity will hinder the electrospinning process.21

Regarding PE-PCF preparation, one challenge is to obtain a
homogeneous precursor solution with appropriate viscosity for
spinning since the strong electrostatic interactions between
polymer chains will cause solid precipitate to clog the
spinneret. To overcome this challenge, Schiffman et al. used
salts to adjust the molecular interactions of polyelectrolyte
pairs. From the measurements of rheology, they found that the
crossover point between G′ and G″ shifted from 1 rad/s to 10
rad/s when NaCl concentration increased from 300 mM to
600 mM, indicating that the polymer complexes relaxed faster
and behaved in a more liquid-like manner at 600 mM salt
concentration. Thus, solid-like polymer complexes could be
adjusted to behave as liquid-like complex coacervates being
used as precursors for electrospinning by tuning the
concentration of salts.76 PSS and PDADMAC complexes
modulated with potassium bromide (KBr) salt between 1.20
and 1.75 M formed a desired, flowable coacervate which could
be electrospun into cylindrical fibers.87 As salt concentration
increased, electrostatic associations were gradually weakened
alongside precursor viscosity, leading to the diameter
decreasing in as-spun fibers. The Schiffman group further
used the same strategy to fabricate the cargo-loaded PSS/
PDADMAC fibers and CHI/hyaluronic acid (CHI/HA)
biopolyelectrolyte nanofibers directly from aqueous solution,
verifying the feasibility and universality of using complex
coacervate for electrospinning, which demonstrates a facile and
green processing method for PCF preparation.75 Recently, they
have also discovered that the complex coacervate facilitates
electrospinning of PE-PCFs as it could eliminate the traditional
requirements for polymer chain length and entanglement. In
the traditional process, a precursor polymer solution should
have sufficient chain entanglements to suppress chain
rearrangement and capillary instabilities to facilitate successful
fiber spinning.21 Thus, the molecular weight of polymers is
usually above a critical entanglement weight (MC, typically in
the range of 10−20 kg/mol) to enable physical chain
entanglements. The work by Schiffman, however, indicated
that shorter polyelectrolytes (10 < N < 60, with N,
representing the degree of polymerization) or even oligomers
(N < 10) can be successfully electrospun into continuous
cylindrical fibers owing to the electrostatic interactions within
complex coacervates.76 Their work has revealed that the
associative interactions between polymers could slow the chain
relaxation and eliminate the need for entanglements in
electrospinning, extending its application into fiber prepara-
tions using low molecular weight “nonspinnable” polymers.

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of fabricating PCFs by (a) single-nozzle electrospinning; (b) coaxial electrospinning.
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Another key parameter to influence the electrospinning of
PCFs is the applied voltage used in the fiber formation.
Generally, voltage is applied for charging the precursor
solution and enabling the Coulombic forces to overcome the
surface tension and viscosity to generate a stable jet. Increased
Coulombic repulsion could disrupt the continuity of the jet if
the voltage is far beyond the critical voltage.21 The effect of
increasing applied voltage on single-nozzle spinning fiber is
case-dependent, which is usually determined by whether the
Coulombic repulsion or enhanced electric field dominates the
fiber process. However, reports about electrospinning PCFs
have demonstrated that increasing the applied voltage would
decrease fiber diameters. For instance, PSS/PDADMAC PCFs
exhibited a smaller average diameter owing to the coupling of
increased applied voltage (6−16 kV) and spinneret-to-
collector distance (10−20 cm), with diameter ranging from 7
to 2.4 μm.87 The CHI/HA PCFs also presented decreasing
diameter as the applied voltage elevated from 22 kV to 24 kV,
with the spinneret-to-collector distance fixed. That phenom-
enon can be explained by jet stretching during spinning due to
increased Coulombic repulsion between charges.74 Besides PE-
PCF, PLA ST-PCF prepared through single-nozzle electro-
spinning demonstrated a similar trend,47,48,51,88 in which the
diameters of PLA PCFs were originally 800−1400 nm and
reduced to a range of 400−970 nm when the absolute value of
applied voltage was increased from 12 to 25 kV.44 In addition,
the study indicated the amount of crystals in ST-PCF could
also be influenced by the applied voltage. In a PLLA/PDLA
(1:1) blend fiber, the homo crystallites decreased from 5 to
1%, stereocomplex crystallites increased from 16 to 20% as the
voltage was increased from 0 to 25 kV. The results revealed
that high voltage could promote the growth of stereocomplex
crystallites and suppress the formation of homocrystallites,
which then affect the physical properties of the resulting
complex fibers.44

The coaxial electrospinning, using two nozzles during the
process, has been developed to fabricate fibers with more
complicated architectures, such as core−shell and multilayered

fibers.20 The setup for coaxial electrospinning is shown in
Figure 4b, in which the concentric spinneret is used and two
different solutions are fed through the core and shell capillaries
separately, which then combine at the orifice to form the jet
under electrical field for fiber spinning. As more than one
liquid is used in the process, coaxial electrospinning has
increased complexity compared to the single-nozzle electro-
spinning. Yu et al. and Schiffman et al. have separately provide
comprehensive overviews about how parameters that affect the
surface tension, viscous stress and electrostatic force in the
formation process are controlled to fulfill successful coaxial
electrospinning and the resulting fibers can be tailored for
developing applications in biomedical materials and electrical/
electrochemical materials.21,89 Though considerable attention
has been focused on coaxial electrospinning, the preparation
and study of PCFs using this technique is still in its infancy,
likely due to the intricacies which arise from the molecular
interactions between polymer complexes. For PCF fabrication,
complementary polymeric solutions are introduced from inner
and outer nozzles and mixed at the spinneret to form the
charged droplets where the complexation occurs in situ at the
core−shell interface. This coaxial electrospinning is unstable
and fails to form fibers with core−shell structure if the
complexation time is longer than the jet travel time, if the
spinneret can be clogged due to the complexation time being
too fast, or if the polymer interaction is strong enough to
induce solid complexes.21 To date, PCF prepared through
coaxial electrospinning is reported by the Yang group in which
a proper solvent was chosen to inhibit strong complexation
between PEO and PAA to generate a spinnable jet for
fabrication of HB-PCF with a clear core−sheath structure.34
Among the solvents used in the study, DMF has a lower
boiling point than DMSO, which facilitates solvent evaporation
during fiber formation. In addition, PEO/PAA has a weak
interaction in DMF, enabling the hydrogen bonds of the
complexes at the core−shell interface without blocking the
nozzle orifice. In their work, Yang et al. also investigated the
effect of injection rate on fiber formation, which indicated that

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of PCFs with controllable geometry configurations prepared through microfluidics: (a) side-by-side; (b) hollow
structure; (c) core−shell. Redrawn and reprinted with permission from (a) ref 81 and (b) 92. Copyright (a) 2017 American Chemical Society and
(b) 2019 John Wiley and Sons.
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elevating the flow rate of the PEO precursor (core solution)
could increase the core−shell interface and hence the
hydrogen-bonding association to stabilize the as-prepared
fibers.
3.4. Microfluidics. Microfluidic technologies, which

feature energy-savings, rapid reaction time, precise control,
and the capability to safely encapsulate bioentities, offer the
manipulation of microscale fluids to prepare functional fiber
materials with diverse complex structures for biomedical
applications.90,91 Miniaturization and manipulation make
microfluidics difficult to scale for manufacturing. Microfluidic
spinning is initiated as the sample solutions are injected into
separate microchannels, which then contact to form laminar
flows that cured (e.g., photopolymerization, ionic, or chemical
cross-linking reactions) to yield fibers.91 Microchannel design
can allow micro/nanoscale fibers with controllable geometry
configurations to be prepared. Common fiber morphologies
are shown in Figure 5, where the Y-shaped microfluidic
channels are applied to fabricate side-by-side fibers, and
double- or triple-coaxial laminae are designed to obtain the
core−shell and hollow structure, respectively.78,81,92

The control of laminar flows and solidification modulation
are essential for fiber formation and property. For PCFs, the
complexation takes place immediately at the interfaces when
the complementary components are met in the outlet
microchannel which induces the gelation and/or solidification
of laminar flows. To successfully prepare PCFs using
microfluidic technology, the gelation/solidification process
should meet two requirements: (1) solidification needs to
take place fast to enable complete fiber solidification within
microchannels; (2) solidification degree should be controlled
to avoid high viscosities induced by the gelation to allow fiber
extrusion without blocking the microchannel nozzle.91 Thus,
the ALG-Ca system has been most often used in microfluidic
spinning of PCFs because of its rapid gelation process,
mechanical flexibility and ease of molding under the mild
conditions.93−95 In the fabrication of the ALG-Ca fiber, the
CaCl2 solution used as a sheath flow can solidify the ALG core
fluid through coordination complexation and act as lubricant
to avoid clogging of solid fiber during extrusion.78,79 The
gelation and solidification process of fibers has been found to
be regulated by varying the flow rates and concentrations of
fluids as these two parameters influence the degree of
complexation through changing the residence time of fluids

in the microchannel and the concentration of diffused Ca
ions.93,94,96 The gelling process can be estimated as follows:94

=C
t

D C
x

S
t

2

2 (1)

where C is the concentration of Ca ions in sheath solution, D is
the diffusion coefficient of ions, and S is the concentration of
complexed ions. The introduction of buffer (e.g., NaCl) flow
between the ALG and CaCl2 solutions could also regulate the
gelation process to facilitate flowability of the ALG complexes,
and the addition of thickener (e.g., dextran) in the buffer or
gelling solutions can enable the balance of laminar flows to
allow control over widths of ALG flows during fiber
preparation.97

Besides coordination complexation, polyelectrolyte complex-
ation is also an ionic cross-linking reaction to mediate
gelation/solidification for PCF preparation. In the microfluidic
process, two opposite charged water-soluble polymers become
insoluble on meeting to generate the PCFs. Through careful
exploitation of that rapid complexation process, such
polyelectrolytes could be used to fabricate ultrathin micro-
fibers.82 The introduction of other types of interactions further
modulates the formation and property of PE-PCF. For
example, the mechanical property of hollow fibers was found
to be enhanced by generating a sacrificial layer outside the
polyelectrolyte shell with the assistance of coordination
complexation. The coordinate complex layer provides a stable
and close environment to facilitate the complete development
of ionic interaction between the polyelectrolytes.82 Chemical-
cross-linking applied before extrusion could effectively improve
the stability and handling of polyelectrolyte complexes,
resulting in the strengthened fibers with diameter less than 1
μm and elastic modulus of ∼1 MPa.83
3.5. Complexation-Based Wet Spinning. Complex-

ation-based wet spinning is a modified wet spinning
technology dedicated for PCF fabrication. In traditional wet
spinning, fiber formation is caused by nonsolvent-induced
phase separation. Later techniques of complexation-based wet
spinning introduce interchain complexation between comple-
mentary polymers which contributes to PCF solidification. For
now, this method has been applied for PE-PCF and HB-PCF
preparation.33,62,64,84 Based on the complexation course, two
mechanisms have been proposed for fiber formation:
inhibition-formation and diffusion-complexation (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of complexation-based wet spinning: (a) inhibition-formation: chain interactions between polymer A and polymer
B are inhibited to generate a homogeneous spinning solution and are reformed in a coagulation bath to enable the PCF formation; (b) diffusion-
complexation: the associated polymer pairs are used as spinning (polymer A) and coagulation solution (polymer B), respectively, and their complex
forms in situ upon extruding polymer A into the polymer B solution, resulting in PCF fibers.
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During the “inhibition-formation” mechanism, noncovalent
interactions in the precursor are inhibited to obtain a
homogeneous spinnable solution and then restored, leading
to the double diffusion phenomenon in the coagulation bath.
In this process the drawing speed should match the recovery
rate of noncovalent interactions to stabilize the jets and
enabling the formation of continuous PCFs after drying and
drafting. According to the intrinsic character of complexation,
the addition of salts or adjustment of pH can be used to
regulate the associations of polymeric precursor. Yang et al.
utilized various salts (e.g., KBr, NaBr, LiBr) to inhibit strong
electrostatic interactions between ALG and PDADMA to
obtain precursor fluid that solidified in the ethyl alcohol
coagulation bath to form nascent fibers. For ALG/PDADMA
spinning solution, the viscosity elevated with increasing salt
concentration at low shear rate and the relaxation time of
chains becomes longer. This phenomenon was different to
many researches. In commonly, higher salt concentration could
help to loosen the association of ion-pairs and free the chains
in solution, resulting in a smaller viscosity. However, ALG
chains have lots of hydrophilic groups that can bind with water
molecules. When increasing the salt concentration, these
combined water molecules are attracted by the small salt ions
due to hydration, and thus the lubrication between
polyelectrolyte chains is decreased, causing the increase in
viscosity. Fiber prepared using KBr as an inhibition reagent
exhibited an improved breaking strength and Young’s modulus
after washing in water, resulting from the elimination of fiber
defects and promotion of the recovery electrostatic interaction
upon removal of redundant ions from nascent fibers. Using
different salts for inhibition also led to the difference in
mechanical characteristic of the resulting PE-PCF. Fibers
prepared with LiBr as the inhibition reagent exhibited the
highest breaking strength around 80 MPa. It is postulated that
ions with smaller radius can be removed more easily and
thoroughly from fibers, which strengthens the electrostatic
interactions between oppositely charged polymers and
enhances mechanical properties of the fiber.62 As for HB-
PCFs, the environmental pH is crucial to control the polymer
associations for precursor preparation and fiber formation. For
example, the hydrogen bond between PAA and PEO could be
inhibited by mixing PAA with PEO in alkaline solution and
allowing noncovalent interactions to be reformed during fiber
extrusion into an acid bath.33

In “diffusion-complexation” wet spinning, the interactional
polymer fluids are used as spinning solution (polymer A) and
coagulation bath (polymer B), separately. The complex then
forms in situ upon extruding polymer A into the polymer B
solution. The obtained fibers can possess a core−shell
structure with a polymer B shell and polymer A core. In this

fabrication technique, the concentration of spinning solution
plays an important role to achieve PCFs and must be tuned on
a case-by-case basis according to the participating polymers.
The basic principle is to use spinning solutions having
concentrations neither so high that the jet clogs the needle
nor so small that the flow speed during the complexation step
in the coagulation bath only leads to jet dispersion without
maintaining continuity of the one-dimensional fluid. For
example, within a system consisting of CHI and ALG, the
ALG or CHI solution being spun should have a viscosity 10
times higher than that of the coagulation bath.84 In addition,
the complexation time should be taken into account for fiber
formation; though complexation occurs instantly once
spinning solution is injected into the coagulation solution,
the nascent polymer complex fiber has to be kept in
coagulation bath for a minimum time to complete complex-
ation and yield a stable structure which allows for fiber
handling. It is reported that prolonging the incubation time
from 15 min to 24 h would permit more CHI to complex with
ALG to form fibers with thicker shells, and the mechanical
strength of the resulting fibers increased by 1.5 times.84

Fabrication technologies can be applied to produce different
PCFs based on the features of components and noncovalent
interactions. Each technology has its own advantages and
disadvantages and a scope which is determined by the end-use
application (Table 1). Selecting an appropriate method will
allow facile fiber preparation to achieve PCFs with improved
performance and bespoke characteristics targeting behavior
and properties suited to the targeted application.

4. PCF DESIGN AND PROPERTIES
The composition and structure of PCFs can be regulated by
the molecular design and directing formation during the fiber
preparation, which further influence the fiber properties and
applications. In the previous section (Fabrication Technology),
we have discussed the roles of method selection and control
over processing parameters in modulating PCF structure (e.g.,
homogeneous, core−shell) and properties (e.g., mechanical
properties and thermal stability). Here, we will introduce the
designed composition of PCFs and fiber properties. The
relationship between PCF composition and its properties is
also detailed in this section.
4.1. PCF Design. 4.1.1. Polymer Selection. Hitherto,

various polymers have been discovered that can form PCFs,
including natural polymers like polysaccharides and proteins,
and synthetic polymers like synthetic polyanions, polycations,
polyamides, polyesters, and others.44,87,65,17 Natural polymers
usually possess ionizable groups (e.g., amino and carboxyl
groups) and hence are used frequently to construct PE-PCF. In
addition, the accessibility, nontoxicity, and rigid structure of

Table 1. Summary of Fabrication Methods for PCFs

Fabrication methods Application scenarios Structure Advantage Disadvantage

melt spinning42,43,49 ST-PCF homogeneous high spinning rate, mass production narrow application, severe
pollution

interfacial drawing65−71 PE-PCF, HB-PCF core−shell, side-by-side simple operation, controllable
muticomponent structures

beads and defects align along
the fibers

electrospinning44,72−77 PE-PCF, HB-PCF,
ST-PCF

core−shell,
homogeneous

controllable diameter from nano to micro,
mass production

high energy, severe pollution

microfluidics78−83 CO-PCF, PE-PCF core−shell, side-by-side,
hollow

energy savings, rapid formation, precise
control

miniaturized preparation

complexation-based wet
spinning33,62,64,84

PE-PCF, HB-PCF homogeneous, core−
shell

mass production, simple operation low spinning rate
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natural polymers has spurred widely exploration in their use for
biomedical materials with tunable mechanical properties and
biocompatibility. Synthetic polymers exhibit better structural
stability compared to natural polymers, demonstrating their
potential to be processed and applied under harsh conditions,
which expands the possibilities for both manufacturing and
end-use environments. By varying the composition of polymer
chains, synthetic polymers are able to constitute CO-PCF, ST-
PCF, PE-PCF, and HB-PCF, facilitating widespread applica-
tion of PCFs for daily life. Table S1 summarizes the currently
applied natural and synthetic polymers for PCF fabrication.
4.1.2. Further Functionalization of PCFs. Further tuning

the properties and enrich the functionalities of PCFs can be
done through two strategies during fiber design: chemical
modification of polymer chains and additive incorporation
during fabrication.
Chemical Modification of Polymer Chains. Chemical

modification can integrate functional units into polymer chains
to realize the desired properties through tuning the
physicochemical makeup. For example, poly(lactic acid)-b-
poly(N,N-dimethylamino-2ethyl methacrylate) block copoly-
mers synthesized by atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP) was used for electrospinning ST-PCF, leading to the
hemostatic and antibacterial properties in the resulting fibers.46

Incorporating butylene succinate units resulted in modified
PLA fibers found to be degradable by a greater variety of
microorganisms.98 In another case, azobenzene (Azo) was
reported to be linked to PAA through amidation, and the
functionalized PAA (PAA-Azo) was complexed with PEO to
yield HB-PCF. As Azo has cis−trans isomerization upon light
excitation, the as-prepared fibers exhibited a photoresponsive
contraction ratio of 25% in response to UV irradiation, which
served as a candidate to prepare photoactuator.99

Additive Incorporation. Diverse substances including salts
(ions), small molecules, polymers, nanoparticles, and nano-
sheets are able to be introduced into PCF networks to extend
their properties. Ions can associate with polymer complex
systems through coordination or electrostatic interaction. In
addition, the migration of metal ions can endow PCFs with
conductive behavior. For instance, extruding ALG into
coagulate solution containing LiBr and CaCl2 could form
ALG/Ca/LiBr complex fiber. The strong ionic hydration effect
between LiBr and water endowed the prepared fiber with
antidrying property, and the associated water molecules could
promote ion transfer and provide a robust pathway for
conductivity.100 The introduction of functional polymers could
also bring new properties and functions for their PCFs. Zhu et
al. have designed a core−shell fiber in which poly(ethylene

glycol diacrylate-co-acrylamide) was in situ synthesized
through photoinitiated polymerization to serve as the core,
while ALG interacts with Ca ions to form the polymer complex
shell. The obtained fibers demonstrated an improved cell
adhesion, flexibility, and stretchability.37 The recent study
utilized hydrophobic poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoro-
propylene) (PVDF-HFP) as the sheath solution to prepare an
ALG complex fiber having a hydrophobic surface, enabling the
fiber material to be used as packaging to keep food fresh.101

Further, nanoparticles and nanosheets can act as fillers to
endow PCFs with hierarchical structure and increased
performance. Liimatainen et al. prepared anionic polymer
solution that consisted silver nanoparticles and anionic
cellulose, which was then complexed with cationic cellulose
to form PE-PCF. The resulting fiber showed desired
antimicrobial property against Staphylococcus aureus and
Escherichia coli.86 Charged carbon-based nanomaterials (e.g.,
MXene nanosheet, graphene nanosheet and CNT) have
abundant negatively charged groups which can be dispersed
homogeneously in anionic polyelectrolyte solution and hence
to interact with cationic polyelectrolytes to prepare PE-PCF
with strengthened mechanical property and conductivity.86

4.2. Properties. Differing from covalently cross-linked
materials with permanent networks, PCFs possess dynamic
noncovalent cross-links, which account for fiber formation and
stabilization. Noncovalent interactions have an interaction
energy 1−3 orders of magnitude lower in comparison to
covalent interactions, which can be ruptured and restored upon
stimulation or undergo reversible exchanges between the
participating segments/components.102 Here, we have divided
PCF properties into two categories: the intrinsic properties
originating from the dynamic noncovalent interactions of
PCFs, and the extrinsic properties related to fiber composi-
tions. The representative intrinsic properties discovered for
PCFs include inherent stimuli-response, shape memory, and
self-healing, while properties like elasticity, conductivity, and
bioproperty have been considered as extrinsic properties, and
the corresponding work have been summarized in Table S1.
To be noted, the functionalized components (e.g., azoben-
zene) could endow PCFs with stimuli-responsiveness (e.g.,
light sensitivity), which is out of the scope of inherent stimuli-
responsive of PCFs as it is not related to the dynamic bonds
that participate in the PCF network.
4.2.1. Stimuli Responsiveness. Materials with stimuli-

responsive behaviors have been widely applied in drug delivery
systems, sensors, actuators, soft robots, and adhesives.103 For
PCFs, the dynamic nature of noncovalent bonds enables their
stimuli-responsiveness. The breakage and reformation of

Figure 7. Humidity induced (a) plastic−rubber transition and (b) secondary relaxation of PCFs. Redrawn and reprinted with permission from (a)
ref 105 and (b) 106. Copyright (a) 2020 American Chemical Society and (b) 2021 Elsevier.
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noncovalent cross-linking upon environmental variation may
alter the fiber structures and morphologies, which can further
affect their other properties.
Humidity-Sensitivity. Hydrophilic PCFs can demonstrate

humidity-responsive behavior due to the fact that water
content within fibers may influence their dynamic cross-
linking. Water molecules present affinity to hydrophilic
segments of PCFs due to secondary bonding interactions
(e.g., hydrogen bond and polar−polar interaction). The
increase in humidity will increase the amount of adsorbed
water in fibers, which lead to the augmentation of free volume
to facilitate the movement of polymer chains and rearrange-
ment of the network cross-links, and decrease the activation
energy. Thus, water can serve as a plasticizer to relax polymer
chains in hydrophilic polymer complex systems. In a
pioneering study, Michaels discovered that the polyelectrolyte
complex was brittle when dry and became either leathery or
rubbery on hydrated.104 Subsequently, the Yang group found
that ALG/PDDA PE-PCF performed like a plastic material at a
relative humidity below 65%, while it exhibited a rubber
plateau and a plastic-rubber transition at relative humidity
above 65% (Figure 7a).105 Further, the humidity-sensitivity
was reported for HB-PCF, where PVA/PAA fiber showed a
humidity-triggered glass transition. Further introducing co-
valent interactions through esterification led to a doubly cross-
linked network fiber, which presented both glass transition and
secondary relaxation induced by humidity (Figure 7b).106

Humidity-induced mechanical property transitions enable
PCFs to have strong potential as materials for humidity
sensors and actuators.
pH Sensitivity. PAA can be used to prepare PE-PCFs

through electrostatic interactions with polycations or HB-PCFs
via hydrogen bonds with hydrogen bond acceptors. As the

ionization degree of PAA is sensitive to the surrounding pH,
pH can be varied to induce the generation/breakage of the
noncovalent bonds in PCFs and tune their strength which
endows the fibers with pH-responsiveness. Boas et al. has
found that the swelling extent of PAH/PAA PE-PCF increased
from 350% to 1225% by varying pH from 5.5 to 1.8, driven by
the degree of ionization decreasing from 85% to 18% in PAA.
Correspondingly, the fiber diameter at pH 1.8 was four times
larger than that at pH 5.5. This pH-regulated swelling process
was reversible and repeatable, rendering the fiber a good
candidate as an active material.107 Recently, it was shown that a
chemically cross-linked PVA/PAA HB-PCF could contract and
dilate upon pH variation due to covalent bonds acting as fixed
sites and the dynamic bonds breaking and reforming at
different pH to allow fluctuation in the fiber length. (Figure
8).64

4.2.2. Shape Memory and Self-Healing. The property of
shape memory is highly desired in the design and development
of advanced materials for aviation, tissue engineering, and
biomedicine. Material with shape memory ability can trans-
form to the temporary shape and restore its original shape
under stimuli variation.108 Shape memory materials usually
have permanent networks and reversible cross-links, in which
the former can keep the structure integrality and prevent
polymer chain slippage/creep while the latter can store and
release the energy to enable the transition between temporary
shape and original shape.109,110 Recent studies, however, have
found that PCFs without permanent networks also exhibited
shape memory behavior upon suitable excitation. PDADMAC/
PSS fiber prepared by Schlenoff et al. was stretched in water at
80 °C to impose the temporary shape, which remained fixed
after cooling to room temperature. The initial fiber shape could
be recovered immediately (∼5 s) when immersing the

Figure 8. pH-induced fiber length change. Redrawn and reprinted with permission from ref 64. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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deformed fiber (in the hydrated state) in water at 80 °C, while
a longer time (∼10 min) was needed for the recovery of the
dry counterpart, which was caused by the much faster
relaxation speed at 80 °C.30 In another study, the PVA/
PAA/PEO three-component HB-PCF was found having shape
memory behavior under humidity stimuli. The fiber had
elasticity under high humidity condition and deformed upon
stretching. During this process, the hydrogen bonds were
broken and reformed to generate the new fiber network, which
could maintain the deformed shape without external force
upon drying at 60 °C. After putting the fiber back to the high
humidity environment, it could transform to the initial
shape.111

Self-healing is a thrilling property to prolong the material
lifetime and meet the demands of sustainable development.
Besides using an embedded healing-agent, artificial self-healing
materials can be obtained by constructing the dynamic
networks with reversible noncovalent bonds in the systems.112

The PAA/PEO HB-PCF was discovered to exhibit repairability
under ambient condition and the healed fiber could be
stretched to 5-fold longer to its initial length after 24 h healing.
(Figure 9a). Further cross-linking fibers with polydopamine
(DOPA) would improve their stability and self-healing
property was maintained in alkaline solutions. Stress−strain
curves revealed that both PAA/PEO and PAA/PEO/DOPA
fibers possessed similar healing efficiency about 71% which
caused by the reformation of the damaged hydrogen bonds
(Figure 9b). More importantly, the healed fibers still preserved
high extensibility and shape memory capability.113 The
electrostatic interaction can also contribute to the self-healing

behavior of PCFs. The ALG/poly-L-ornithine (ALG/PLO)
PE-PCF was reported being self-healed after treating with 2.5
M NaCl for 30 min followed by PBS washing. This self-healing
performance was attributed to the ionic strength triggered
rearrangement of ionic bonds between ALG/PLO, in which
the high concentration salt decreased or broke the electrostatic
interaction of polymers while the complexation was re-
established in PBS to bridge the cut pieces and partially
recovered the mechanical strength and elasticity for the
fiber.114 In addition, metal−ligand coordination interaction
can be brought in to enhance the self-healing property of
PCFs, as the thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of
coordination interactions can be tuned over a broad
range.115 Wang et al. prepared a type of PCF which contained
both dynamic ionic bonds and coordination bonds, wherein a
damaged sample could be healed after immersion in dilute
supernatant solution for 25 min at room temperature, evincing
the disappearance of the scar and the 95% recovery of the
storage modulus. Further applying force could bring the
fragments close to each other and facilitate the migration of
free ions across the notches to overcome the activation
barriers, which promoted the reformation of the cross-linking
and hence accelerated the self-healing process.116

4.2.3. Elasticity. Elastic materials of high strength integrate
good elasticity and high toughness into a single network, which
have received intensive attention in emerging fields such as soft
robotics, flexible electronics, and stretchable optical devices.
To achieve robust elasticity, the flexibility and mobility of
polymer chains within the network should be achieved by
using flexible polymers, weakening polymer crystallization, and

Figure 9. Schematic of fiber self-healing process and mechanical recovery. Redrawn and reprinted with permission from ref 113. Copyright 2019
Springer Nature.

Figure 10. Schematic illustration of the hydrogen-bonding induced elastic behavior: (a) the spider silk; (b) PAA/PEO HB-PCF. Reprinted with
permission from (a) refs 33 and (b) 117. Copyright (a) 2021 John Wiley and Sons and (b) 2016 American Chemical Society.
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decreasing the glass transition temperatures.33 As a desired
candidate to construct elastomers, PCFs combine polymers
with different glass transition temperatures via noncovalent
interactions to yield homogeneous behavior. Owing to the
miscibility on molecular level, the resulting polymer complex
system shows only one glass temperature, which can be tuned
to meet the different requirement by simply varying the
polymer content. Spider silk is a natural elastomer whose
amorphous phase is self-assembled through hydrogen bonds
(Figure 10a). The dense hydrogen-bonded cross-linking in
spider silks can dissipate energy and enable the material with
great toughness.117,118 Inspired by this, the hydrogen-bonded
complexes have been developed to achieve high elasticity. The
Yang group used PAA and PEO to construct elastic HB-PCF.33

PAA is an amorphous polymer with a glass transition
temperature around 100 °C and flexible PEO has crystal-
lization ability and a relatively low glass transition temperature.
Though neither PAA nor PEO was elastic under ambient
conditions, their hydrogen-bonded complex showed excellent
elastic behavior. The PAA/PEO fiber demonstrated an
elongation up to 12 times (Figure 10b), which was attributed
to the inhibition of PEO crystallization through hydrogen
bonds and the low glass transition temperature of the fiber
tuning to around room temperature. In addition, the brittle
and stiff PCFs can gain elasticity by addition of a low glass
transition temperature polymer during the fabrication. For
example, the ALG/Ca fiber exhibited ultralow elongation
because of the rigid structure of ALG and the “egg-box”
structure of ALG/Ca complexes, and its elastic property can be
improved using polyacrylamide as an additive.119−121 Wu et al.
fabricated a high-performance ALG/Ca/polyacrylamide fiber
with ultrastretchability. The incorporated polyacrylamide not
only contributed to the high elasticity but also endowed the
fiber with a double network and introduced effective energy
dissipation, leading to a 1400% elongation of the fiber without
breaking.100

4.2.4. Conductivity. To date, PCFs with conductivity have
been prepared by introducing the conductive additive during
fiber formation process. CNT, graphene oxide (GO), and
MXene have negative charges on the surface that can interact
with polycations to fabricate PE-PCF (Figure 11). Ajayan et al.
embedded CNTs into PDADMAC/PSS fiber through
interfacial drawing of the complexes formed between CN-
PSS dispersion and PDADMAC. The resulting composite
fibers exhibited conductivity as 45 S/cm for single-walled
CNTs and 90 S/cm for multiwalled CNTs, respectively. The
same technique could also be applied to enhance the
performance of conductive polymer-based PE-PCF, leading
to an increase of 2 orders of magnitude in the conductivity
after CNT incorporation.122 The Yang group has successfully
assembled GO with PEO through hydrogen bonds to prepare
fiber material as the abundant phenol and carboxylic acid
groups existing on the GO surface. After chemical reduction,
the GO could form conjugated network of graphene which
endowed the fiber with excellent conductivity as high as 210 S/
cm.123 In a recent study, Taheri-Qazvini et al. reported a
charge-driven complexation between MXene and PAH which
resulted in electroconductive assemblies of 3D porous
structures.124 The conductivity of the material was increased
from 11 to 25 S/cm as the PAH concentration increased from
3 wt % to 42 wt %, demonstrating a polycation-concentration-
dependent manner, which could be explained by the more
compact 3D porous structures as more PAH diffused into the
MXene layer.
4.2.5. Bioproperties. PCFs that are constructed by

assemblies of natural polymers or nontoxic synthetic polymers
(e.g., CHI, ALG, PEO, and PLA) possess favorable biorelated
properties that enable their applications as tissue engineering
scaffolds, wound healing, and drug delivery. CHI, a type of
biocompatible and biodegradable polysaccharide, can exert
specific functions such as hemostasis, antibacterial behavior,
and hygroscopicity.125 The amino groups render CHI with

Figure 11. Spinning diagram of incorporating CNTs into PCFs and conductive behavior. Redrawn and reprinted with permission from ref 139.
Copyright 2020 Elsevier.
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positive charges in acid solution that can interact with
polyanions (e.g., ALG, PSS, gum, HA) to form PE-PCFs.
For example, CHI/PSS core−shell PE-PCFs were prepared
through a water-based wet-spinning process whose mechanical
properties could be enhanced after adding PEO. The PEO-
doped PE-PCFs presented excellent cell adhesive ability and
low cytotoxicity in which considerable amount of metabolically
active cells were sustained after 5 days of cultivation.126 In
another case, PE-PCF was prepared using CHI and heparin,
which exhibited excellent biocompatibility and low immune
responses, making it a good candidate for implantation without
inflammation or other biorejection processes. The in vivo test
also revealed the PE-PCF experienced a relatively slow
degradation phase up to four months due to the stiffness of
CHI in the fiber.127 The anionic ALG can participate in
electrostatic interaction or coordination with metal ions and
provide additional cross-linking within the network. Owing to
their nontoxicity, high water uptake, and degradability, the
ALG-based PCFs are widely used to deliver drugs and
construct platform for cell proliferation.79 In addition, ALG/
Ca fiber present good wound healing properties attributed to
the exchange of Na ions from the wound and Ca ions in the
fibers.128 The ion exchange process would cause the calcium
ALG to gradually convert to sodium ALG and absorb the water
from wound surface to dry damaged area for wound healing.
Through complexation with different metal ions or introduc-
tion of functional nanoparticles, the ALG-based fibers can be
engineered to fulfill specific bioproperties such as antibacterial
activity. Hussain et al. prepared zinc-containing fibers through
coordination complexation between ALG and Zn2+ or doping
the ZnO nanorods on the ALG/Ca fibers. The obtained fibers
showed excellent resistance against bacterial growth which was
caused by the antibacterial property of released zinc ions or the
generation of reactive oxygen species induced by ZnO
nanorods.129

5. FUNCTIONALITY AND APPLICATIONS
Owing to noncovalent interaction and the basic physicochem-
ical properties of substituent components, PCFs can display
diverse structures and modulated properties. Various deign
strategies can be used to tune the functionalities, making PCFs
outstanding candidates for a wide range of advanced
applications. In this section, we focus on the applications of
PCF functional systems in the field of energy storage and
sensor, water treatment, biomedical materials, actuator, and
biomimetic platform.
5.1. Energy Storage and Sensor. Supercapacitors are a

type of attractive power sources that can store large amounts of
energy, which have been developed rapidly in recent years with
the merits of fast charge/discharge rates, long lifecycle, high
dynamics of charge propagation, and environmentally friendly
composition.130 For some specific applications, the super-
capacitor must be integrated into textiles with a tiny size and a
variety of shapes, to be used as microelectronic devices.
Traditional electrochemical supercapacitors are planar format
with 2D or 3D structure and are hard to be made into
miniaturized electronic devices or textile electronics.131−133

Thus, some attempts have been made to fabricated fiber-
shaped supercapacitors, which have dual advantages of light
weight and flexibility. The stored energy (E ) in a
supercapacitor is proportional to specific capacitance, the
formula is as follows:133

=E CV1/2 2 (2)

where C is the capacitance of the device and V is the operating
voltage. To improve the energy storage ability of the fiber-
shaped supercapacitor, some electrochemically active materials,
such as metal oxides, CNT, graphene, and MXene, can be
incorporated into fibers to modulate specific properties.134−137

Traditional fibers coated with these materials are prone to peel
off, causing lesser cycling stability. PCFs with advantages of
integrating various components into systems showed great
potential to be used as fiber-shaped supercapacitors (Figure
11).28,138,139

The Yang group utilized GO to make hydrogen-bond
supercapacitor fibers with PEO that show high flexibility and
long-term bending durability. GO contains hydrogen bond
donor groups (phenol and carboxylic acid groups), which
could form HB-PCF with PEO. After the chemical reduction
of GO (rGO), the conjugated network of graphene will make
the fiber conductive. Also, the obtained rGO/PEO fiber had
better tensile strength than GO/PEO, improving from 145 to
476 MPa, because the rGO formed more complexation with
PEO and completely inhibited the crystal formation of PEO.
Three parallel rGO/PEO fibers covered with PVA/H2SO4 gel
polyelectrolyte could be assembled into a capacitor. The
typical rectangular shape of cyclic voltammetry and sym-
metrical triangle of galvanostatic charge−discharge measure-
ments proved to have excellent electrochemical stability and
high reversibility of the capacitor. After 4000 charge/discharge
cycles, the capacitors showed a long cyclic stability with
specific capacitance retention of 92% of its initial capacitance
(50 F/g), capable of lighting a blue LED.123

However, the stacked structure of graphene has limited the
ion transfer and constrained the specific capacitance to some
extent. In order to enhance the specific capacitance, lots of
fillers such as CNT, MoS2, MnO2, and cellulose nanofibrils
(CNF) acting as spacers have been incorporated into graphene
fibers.140−142 Chen et al. added CNF into a GO-based complex
fiber, making CNF/GO/CHI complex fibers by interfacial
drawing. Compared to GO fibers, incorporating the CNF
would decrease the electrical conductivity, while the
mechanical strength and specific capacitance would increase.
The reason is that aligned CNFs acting as reinforcing agent
and spacer would reinforce the strength, increase the gap
between GO, and accelerate the diffusion of ions while
increasing internal resistance. Under optimal conditions, the
specific capacitance was 182.6 F/g, which improved about
three times in comparison to the GO fiber without spacer.
After 1500 charge−discharge cycles, the fiber could still
maintain 92% of the original capacitance value, showing the
stable capacitance performance.130

MXene is a kind of two-dimensional transition metal
carbides, with homogeneous distribution of negatively charged
groups on the surfaces and a smaller lateral size.143 Compared
to GO, it can assemble into 3D stacked structures based on 2D
nanosheets without the assistance of spacers to enlarge the gap
between nanosheets. Taheri-Qazvin found that charge-driven
complexation of polyelectrolytes and MXene at the interface
could help MXene assemble into 3D porous structures,
permitting increased ion transfer and bringing new oppor-
tunities to fabricate energy storage materials (Figure 12a).124

In addition, fiber is a flexible material used in clothing that
can withstand certain deformations and sensitively respond to
changes in shape. As conductive fibers are pulled along the
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direction of applied force, the fiber cannot maintain the
original shape and suffers from deformation, causing a drastic
decrease in the effective cross-sectional area and increasing the
electrical resistance. When the applied force is removed, the
fiber recovers to the initial shape as does the electrical
resistance.144 Hence, conductive fibers can be used as a strain
sensor and attached at the target positions, having morphology
that integrates seamlessly. The sensor would record changes in
resistance as the strain continuously changes through cycles of
bending and unbending (Figure 12b). To realize the
mechanical response behavior, conductive fibers also should
have a large range of elasticity to undergo a large deformation
and recovery with no wastage. As described previously, PCFs
can be endowed with excellent conductive and elastic
properties. Based on this, many PCF-based strain sensors

have been developed to monitor the specific motions of
fingers, wrists, and elbows.
Peng et al. prepared CNF/CHI-based PE-PCFs through

interfacial spinning and the second network was formed after
the in situ polymerization of acrylamide and acrylic acid within
the CNF/CHI structure. Further adding Fe3+ could improve
the fiber strength and toughness by introducing the metal
coordination interactions with carboxylate groups. The highly
oriented CNFs endowed fibers with a hierarchically muscle-
like structure, which provided plenty of nanochannels for ion
transport, and the system showed high ionic conductivity when
LiCl was incorporated. The fiber was then encapsulated onto
human skin, as a test of its application as a muscle-like sensor
to monitor human motion. When the finger was straightened
and bent repeatedly, the electrical resistance (ΔR/R0)
fluctuated periodically, with stable amplitude and period,
which provided a robust method to register the dynamics of
finger motion and provided direct measurement of a muscle-
like fiber.145

5.2. Water Treatment. Clean water is known as one of the
most essential resources for basic human life, as well as a
primary vector for preventable disease caused by microbes and
natural or manmade pollutants. Currently, methods of water
purification are mainly based on procedures relying on
filtration, sedimentation, centrifugation, flocculation, and
anaerobic/aerobic digestions.146 Among these techniques,
filtration has the advantage of low energy consumption,
nontoxicity, and high efficiency, arousing significant interest in
both academia and industry.
Electrospun nanofibers have the advantages of remarkably

high specific surface area, porosity, and as three-dimensional
fibrous structure, which show excellent performance in water
treatment (Figure 13a). Functional groups such as surface
carboxylates allow polyelectrolyte based nanofibrous mats to
demonstrate strong interactions with toxic metal ions and are
investigated as water softening to remove mineral ions. Deb et
al. use PVA and PAA to fabricate PVA/PAA nanofibrous mats.
Due to the ionized carboxylic acid group of PAA and the high
specific area of electrospinning nanofiber, nanofibrous mats
could be formed through PAA−COOCa2+ complexation used
as highly effective Ca(II) ions, which are the most common
mineral ions found in domestic water. Removal of Ca2+ would
reach equilibrium within 60 min. Mineral ions in solution with
different charges, such as Mg2+ and Na+, showed an

Figure 12. Conductive PCFs were used as (a) supercapacitors and
(b) strain sensors. Redrawn and reprinted with permission from refs
(a) 113 and (b) 124. Copyright (a) 2021 American Chemical Society
and (b) 2019 Springer Nature.

Figure 13. Fabrication of PCF systems used in water treatment including (a) electrospun nanofibrous mats used for multiple-ion removal and (b)
PLA nanofibrous mats used for oil/water separation. Redrawn and reprinted with permission from refs (a) 146 and (b) 150. Copyright (a) 2022
AAAS and (b) 2021 Elsevier.
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interferential effect on the removal of Ca2+. Mg2+ competes
with Ca2+ and decreased its adsorption capacity from 88.8% to
70% at low concentration (0.005 M). However, monovalent
Na+ showed a limited effect on adsorption capacity when
competing with Ca2+ in solution.147

Another method to improve the removal is to combine
polyelectrolyte complex nanofibers with commercial mem-
branes. Based on poly(ether sulfone) ultrafiltration (UF)
membranes, a homogeneous solution of PAA and PAH were
electrospun under a high electrostatic field. The obtained
PAH/PAA-UF membrane had better hydrophilicity than the
UF membrane due to the functional groups of PAH/PAA.
Compared to the UF membrane, the PAA/PAH-UF
membrane exhibited 38%, 49%, and 85% higher removal of
Pb2+, Cu2+, and Cd2+ from DI water, respectively. These may
contribute to the complexation of metal ions due to the
carboxylic acid groups in PAA/PAH mats. The decreased
removal of Pb2+ was due to the larger ionic radius, which
resulted in less complexation of Pb2+ by −COO− groups.148

Nevertheless, challenges remain despite promising results
reported in previous studies. In particular, mats coated by PE-
PCFs were easily fouled by landfill leachate compared to pure
UF membranes. Further, removal can be affected by solution
pH, with acidic solutions decreasing the negative charges on
the membrane surface through decreased ionization of
carboxylic acid groups.
In addition to the ion separation functions with PCF

membranes, reports also demonstrate solvent/water separation
using electrospun stereocomplex PLA fibers as water treat-
ment, including n-hexane, tetrachloromethane, and chloroform
(Figure 13b).149,150

PLA stereocomplexes are hydrophobic, and chloroform is a
good solvent for homo crystallites and can act as a model to

mimic hydrophobic pollutants which may affect water supplies,
such as petroleum. However, chloroform cannot dissolve
stereocomplex crystallites of PLA. Therefore, electrospinning
membranes of PLA can theoretically be used to separate the
chloroform/water mixture. However, the PLA stereocomplex
membranes with no strong connections between individual
stereocomplex crystallites can still be destroyed by chloroform.
The Fu group utilized low-temperature sintering of annealed
PLA stereocomplex membranes under 1 MPa pressure to
increase the fraction of stereocomplex crystallites from 7.6% to
46.6% and improve interfiber adhesion. The obtained
membranes maintained integrity in chloroform and would
not be destroyed or swell under recycled flux. When pouring
the chloroform/water mixture into a Büchner funnel having a
filter of a PLA stereocomplex membrane, chloroform easily
penetrated through to the funnel below while water remained
within the Büchner funnel. Almost no water was observed in
the collected chloroform.149

5.3. Biomedical Materials. PCFs based on natural
biomaterials have been developed for biomedical applications
exploiting the advantages of aqueous compatibility, biocompat-
ibility, robust mechanical properties, and dynamic response,
including tissue engineering scaffolds,151−153 wound heal-
ing,119,127,154,155 and drug delivery and release (Figure
14).156−158

Tissue engineering scaffolds are a promising strategy to
achieve local regeneration of malfunctioning tissues and organs
by culturing cells on biocompatible scaffolds.159 Polysaccharide
based PCFs have unique advantages over other materials,
particularly high specific-surface area, adjustable mechanical
strength, modulated flexibility, biocompatibility, controllable
degradation rate, making them great candidates in tissue-
engineering scaffolds. Their biocompatibility is defined by their

Figure 14. Biomedical applications of PCFs: (a) tissue engineering scaffolds; (b) wound healing; (c) delivery and release of curcumin. Redrawn
and reprinted with permission from refs (a) 126, (b) 127, and (c)166. Copyright (a) 2020 John Wiley and Sons, (b) 2017 John Wiley and Sons,
and (c) 2022 American Chemical Society.
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lack of immune response on introduction within the body or
triggering foreign body reactions, such as tissue encapsula-
tion.160

Wessling et al. prepared core−shell PCFs scaffolds based on
electrostatic interactions between CHI and PSS. In this work,
the core−shell structure was constructed to endow the
components with independent functionalities from each
component, as CHI is a good cell culture substrate and PSS
can be doped with PEO to enhance the mechanical properties.
Following a four-day cultivation of human HeLa cells on CHI/
PSS fibers, adhered cells were homogeneously distributed over
the fiber surface and the cell viability was determined to be
81.49%, indicating the biocompatibility of the fibers and
minimal cell death. Figure 14a shows the organization of the
HeLa actin cytoskeleton on PE-PCF scaffolds. Spread of actin
filaments indicates that cells had a high affinity to CHI/PSS
scaffolds.126 Nie et al. prepared the PCFs with the natural
biopolymers CHI and HA, which are oppositely charged, by
interfacial drawing. Sterilized fibers were placed in wells and
cells were incubated for 24 h. For comparison, fresh culture
medium was prepared under the same seeding conditions.
There was no significant difference of cell activity between the
PCF-modified group and the plain fresh culture medium. In-
vitro cytocompatibility experiments showed a high cell density
and the fiber surface showed homogeneous distribution of
HEK293 cells. All cells retained a rounded morphology with
spreading along the fiber scaffolds. These results suggest that
CHI and HA complex fibers can be used as materials for
bioscaffolding with good cytocompatibility and having
advantages for cell adhesion and spreading.152

Skin is the primary barrier protecting the body against
pathogens, but it can lose its protective function as an organ
through damage. While a slight wound heals naturally through
tissue regeneration, damage extending through a large area of
the epidermis is quite difficult to heal naturally, in part due to
the flexibility and motion inherent to skin. Surgical sutures are
likely the most widely used medical devices in biomedical
applications for wound closure, though ease and ubiquity make
that statistic difficult to measure.161 During their application,
sutures may be exposed to many microorganisms’ environ-
ment, leading to surgical site infections through their
colonization along the surface of the suture. Also, the
movement of skin is likely to recrack the wound in more
extensive injuries. These facts make it necessary to develop
surgical sutures which can inhibit bacteria and possess
excellent mechanical properties as a preventative for one of
the most common causes of infection and increase the quality
of medical outcomes.
Polysaccharide-based PCFs are bestowed with high

mechanical strength due to the rigid molecular structure of
polysaccharide, making them a robust material for surgical
sutures which can improve wound healing. For example, CHI
is a cationic polysaccharide with rigid structure and
antibacterial property. Heparin is a natural anionic polymer
which can bind with various proteins and other cationic
biopolymers, including CHI. The tensile strength of a CHI/
heparin suture formed of 64 CHI/heparin strands was 220
MPa, and sufficient for use under clinical conditions due to its
mechanical strength. Sutures of CHI/heparin fibers were used
to close a wound using a common suture needle under typical
conditions. After a two-week implantation, the CHI/heparin
fibers maintained 64% strength, while the surgical gut sutures
(PLAIN GUT) were completely degraded. After four-week

implantation, the inflammatory cells had almost disappeared.
The in vitro cytotoxicity data showed that cells exhibited high
viability and normal adhesion-spreading morphology after a 7-
day culture. Because of the stiffness of polysaccharide, the
CHI/heparin fiber had an increased degradation time of about
12 weeks, which was longer than that of surgical gut sutures.
However, its superior biocompatibility without causing severe
immune responses or scar tissue formation, and the capability
of binding AAV vectors, could provide the extended time for
sustained gene expression at local incision sites for gene
therapy.127

Drug delivery refers to technologies, formulations, ap-
proaches, and systems for delivering pharmaceutical agents
into human tissues to safely realize their expected therapeutic
effect, often focusing on tumor tissue.162 While many strategies
exist for the delivery and release of drugs, fibers provide
mechanical support for a wide range of applications and a
structure with high surface area for cell adhesion.163 Depend-
ing on the application, fiber’s size and orientation can be
modified to optimize drug release. By incorporating different
additives during fabrication, PCFs can be used as carriers to
deliver drug and antimicrobial particles. In contrast to
conventional polymeric vehicles, PCF carriers have the
capability to undergo rapid changes in response to certain
external pH stimulus, thereby enabling the controllable release
of encapsulated drugs into the media.
Cellulose is an excellent candidate to construct PCF-based

drug delivery systems owing to its remarkable physical
properties, versatile surface chemistry, and excellent biological
properties.164,165 Antitumor drug (doxorubicin hydrochloride,
DOX) is a positively charged drug that can be incorporated
into cationic cellulose nanocrystals (AH−CNC)/anionic
cellulose nanofibers (TO−CNF) complex fibers with high
loading efficiency (83%). By changing the pH of the medium,
AH−CNC/TO−CNF fibers exhibited differential swelling
abilities that can influence the release behavior. In PBS (pH
7.4, swelling ratio 81.9 ± 8%), 80% of DOX was released
within 3 h and 100% release of DOX was observed after 77 h.
In ABS (pH 4, swelling ratio 20.3 ± 6%), the AH−CNC/TO−
CNF fibers released ∼25% DOX within 1 h and continued to
release for several hours.86 Luyt et al. prepared ALG/CHI/
AgNP nanofibers through electrospinning in which AgNPs
were dispersed homogeneously using CHI as reducing and
stabilizing agent and the mixed CHI/AgNPs could complex
with ALG. To study the release and antibacterial property, the
ALG/CHI/AgNP nanofiber membrane was placed inside glass
tubes containing the bacterial solutions; water could immigrate
through the membrane to promote AgNP release owing to the
porous structure of membrane. The results showed that the
membrane could release about 90% of AgNPs within 1 h and
caused eradication of 72% of Gram-negative and 98% of Gram-
positive bacteria. There was no growth of Gram-negative and
Gram-positive bacteria observed after 24 h incubation.158 Uyar
et al. prepared CHI/pectin electrospinning fibers that could be
used as a platform with pH responsive molecular release.
Curcumin was chosen as the molecule to be delivered due to
its beneficial bioactivity, and hydroxypropyl-γ-cyclodextrin
(HPγCD) was chosen as its carrier within the PCF due to
their known compatibility. After encapsulating curcumin into
HPγCD, the HPγCD−curcumin inclusion complexes were
formed and then mixed into CHI/pectin electrospinning fibers
with ∼89% curcumin loading efficiency. The release test
revealed that CHI/pectin fibers had a pH-dependent curcumin
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release behavior, which was attributed to their different
swelling ratio and integrity status at pH 5.4 and pH 7.4.166

Myriad natural polymers have been designed for use as
tissue engineering scaffolds, wounding healing, and drug
delivery vehicles, and some meaningful achievements have
been made. However, there is still a wide range of unexplored
potential to extend the diversity of materials beyond the
exploiting basic solution chemistry or mechanical triggers and
instead devising platforms for PCFs designed for phototherapy
and magnetotherapy. With emerging synthetic technologies
coupled with recent developments in fabrication methods,
increasing numbers of biodegradable and biocompatible PCFs
having multiple functions will be designed and developed for
diverse biomedical applications.
5.4. Actuator. Actuators are devices that can transform

various input energies into mechanical energy for opera-
tion.167,168 For instance, steam engines, combustion engines,
and electric motors are classical actuators that drove the
industrial revolution and shaped modern society. Nowadays,
much of chemistry and physics have been combined to realize
miniaturized actuators at micro and nanoscale, essential for
drug delivery and soft robotic systems. Many materials have
been fabricated into actuators, including stimulus-responsive
gels, liquid crystal elastomers, dielectric elastomers, shape
memory polymers, conductive polymers, CNTs, graphene, and
polymer/inorganic nanocomposites, with different forms such
as bulky pieces (3D objects), films (quasi 2D objects), and
fibers (quasi 1D objects).169 Due to their flexibility and
orientable structure, actuating fibers can provide contraction
and dilation to mimic the form and function of muscles, which
have a fibrous structured.170

Polymer complex fibers are another potential class of
candidates to build artificial actuators, due to their dynamic
behavior and stimuli response. Yang’s group developed a novel
kind of pH-actuated fiber, formed by the assembly of PVA and
PAA (Figure 15). Hydrogen-bonded complexes of PVA and
PAA are well-known to form in acidic solution, and their
complexes are stable even when immersed in low pH solutions.

When immersed into alkaline solution, however, the fiber
would dissolve as hydrogen bonds break between PVA and
PAA. Yang et al. improved the stability of nascent PVA/PAA
fibers through chemically cross-linking through thermal
treatment, during which covalent ester bonds formed between
the carboxylic acid of PAA and the hydroxyl group of PVA.
The cross-linked fibers become capable of swelling in alkaline
solution without dissolution, while deswelling in acidic
solution as the ionic charges dissipated in the presence of
H+. In response to the stimulus of changes of environmental
pH (pH 1−12), the fiber showed reversible contraction and
dilation, which can be used for linear actuation. The fiber was
easily capable of lifting cargo in excess of 1000 times of its own
weight, with a contraction ratio up to 30% and output
actuation stress up to 0.24 MPa. The sustainable work density
of the fiber was ∼80 J/kg, 10 times the typical value of the
human skeletal muscle fiber. More importantly, in comparison
to vertebrate skeletal muscles, the fiber shows a stable catch-
state with no energy consumption.64

Also, photothermal and moisture-responsive PCF actuators
can be achieved through the swelling−deswelling action of
hydrophilic polymers having a twisted or helical structure. GO
is considered as an excellent material to constructed fiber
actuator due to its photothermal, hygroscopic, and mechanical
properties. The GO/ALG fiber can be fabricated by mixing
GO with ALG, followed by injecting the mixture into CaCl2
coagulation bath to form ionic calcium cross-links between the
two biopolymers and resulting in a fiber complex. The
obtained GO/ALG fiber was then fixed on the twister
apparatus to prepare the twisted GO/ALG actuator fiber.
Through the cycling of infrared light irradiation, the GO/ALG
fiber showed water molecular desorption/adsorption behavior.
In response to infrared heating, the temperature at the fiber
surface changed from 30 to 36 °C within a narrow range,
triggering thermal actuation and generating a stress of 1.4 MPa.
Moreover, when the GO/ALG fiber was stimulated by
moisture, ALG quickly absorbed water and swelled, producing
a swelling force which allowed rearrangement to relieve

Figure 15. Schematic illustration of artificial actuator driven by pH. Reprinted with permission from ref 64. Copyright 2020 American Chemical
Society.
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internal stress and entropy, resulting in the fiber to untwist
from the imposed structure. As the moisture dropped, water in
the fiber desorbed and generated deswelling force to recover
the original state. Fast adsorption and desorption of water by
GO and the swelling−deswelling behavior of ALG, the
actuation behavior of the twisted GO/ALG fiber was robust
and showed no attenuation after 100 actuation cycles, proving
the system’s excellent stability.171

Responsive groups can, moreover, be fabricated into PCFs
by chemical modification to build stimulus-responsive
actuators, such as light-responsive azobenzene,172 temper-
ature-responsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), and magnetic-
responsive nanoparticles.37,173

5.5. Miscellaneous (Biomimetic Platforms). Natural
tissues in the human body have various structural character-
istics, among which anisotropic structural features are unique.
Tendons and ligaments have similar structures showing
anisotropic features linearly arranged collagen fibers with a
hierarchy of bundles, with dimensions ranging from nano to
macroscale (Figure 16a).174 Tissues with anisotropic structure
have high mechanical strength and constructing the materials
with anisotropic and hierarchical structure is a proven and
enticing pathway to develop next-generation soft materials for
soft electronics and robotics.175 Current fabrication methods
such as wet-spinning, melt spinning, and drawing hydrogels
have been applied to construct biomimetic platforms.176

However, challenges still exist in the quest to fabricate artificial
mimics of the hierarchically anisotropic structures and
excellent mechanical properties present in natural tissues.
This section will introduce the current progress of PCFs for
construction of biomimetic platforms having hierarchical
structure ranging from nano- to macroscale and their enhanced
mechanical properties.

Gomes et al. used microfluidics technology to prepare ALG/
CHI fiber mimicking the architecture of natural fibrous
tissues.81 Photo-cross-linking of ALG/CHI fiber was per-
formed by UV exposure and fibers were then extracted from
the microfluidic reactor. Complexation resulted in the
formation of thinner fibrils, and the fibers exhibited smaller
fibrils aligned in parallel. However, this structure was still
macroscale and failed to mimic the nano structure of natural
tissues assembled through cellular action. Following this,
further attempts were made in research on nanocellulose based
PCFs with interfacial drawing.69,177,178 CNFs with nano
structure have drawn much attention in recent years due to
their attractive combination of high mechanical strength and
biocompatibility. Gandini’s group used anionic nanocellulose
complexed with cationic CHI to fabricate microfiber (Figure
16b). The process involves the continuous pulling incorporat-
ing each polymer at their interface, inducing progressive
alignment of the CNF and the CHI. Such fiber shows compact
structure with some hierarchy, consisting of dense fibril
bundles with continuous, folded layers. This morphology
suggested that the CNFs, had been covered by CHI during the
fiber formation due to ionic associations, giving rise to
dimensions ranging from nano to macroscale in contrast to
their diameter of 25 to 75 nm. The tensile modulus was ∼22
GPa and the tensile strength was 220 MPa, exceeding natural
tissues such as tendons or ligaments.179 Combining such
mechanical properties with biocompatibility shows potential to
be used as artificial ligaments or tendons in biomaterials and
soft robotics and may be able to match or surpass the function
of normal human tissues.180,181

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this review, we provided a comprehensive summary and
analysis of the current advances within PCF research. To date,

Figure 16. Schematic hierarchical structure of (a) natural tendon and (b) PE-PCF. Reprinted with permission from refs (a) 174 and (b) 179.
Copyright (a) 2021 American Chemical Society and (b) 2018 John Wiley and Sons.
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four kinds of PCFs have well-established bodies of work,
namely coordination complex fiber (CO-PCF), stereocomplex
fiber (ST-PCF), polyelectrolyte complex fiber (PE-PCF), and
hydrogen-bonded complex fiber (HB-PCF), all of which have
been developed and comprehensively studied with the
possibility of further refinement. Based on the intrinsic features
of polymer complex systems and the specific properties/
applications that are being aimed for, different technologies
can be selected for PCF fabrication, including melt spinning,
interfacial drawing, electrospinning, microfluidics, and com-
plexation-based wet spinning. We have summarized the
respective characteristics and applicability of each fabrication
method, and detailed effects of processing parameters on
structure−property relationships of spun fibers, which we
expect to provide a quick guideline and reference for
researchers during PCF preparation. In addition, the diverse
properties of PCFs are addressed, including the intrinsic
properties (e.g., inherent stimuli responsiveness, shape
memory, and self-healing) attributed to the dynamic nature
of noncovalent interactions in PCFs, and the extrinsic
properties (e.g., elasticity, conductivity and bioproperties)
relying on the fiber composition. Owing to the structural
versatility and tunable properties, PCFs hold great potential to
promote the advancement of technology and human wellbeing
in such diverse areas as energy storage and sensing, water
treatment, biomedical materials, artificial actuator, and
biomimetic platforms.
Along with the progress achieved in the fabrication and

application of PCFs, there are still numerous opportunities of
significance in the field. First, PCFs are considered excellent
candidates for biomimetic systems for intelligent material
construction, yet exiting PCFs cannot realize many of the
fundamental characteristics of biological systems such as active
adaptivity, communication, or computation. This is likely
caused by the lack of multiple interactions and hierarchically
complex structures required to facilitate intricate and
simultaneous functionalities. Prepared PCFs usually have a
single noncovalent interaction responsible for fiber formation,
and few studies have introduced a secondary interaction with
the intent of enhancing stability, mechanical properties, or
stimuli-sensitivity. Future work can investigate rational
integration of multiple interactions into the single fibers or
fiber assemblies, as delicate regulation of these molecular
interactions is imperative to evolve the interactivity of smart
PCF materials. Second, although complex structure can be
achieved using fabrication devices with delicate design and
varying processing parameters, precise control over PCF
structures with fine resolution at various scales is still
challenging. In this regard, polymers with controlled molecular
structures (e.g., linear, brush, star) prepared via precise
synthetic methods (e.g., living polymerization, blocking-
cyclization, biosynthesis, and click chemistry) can be applied
to construct PCFs and achieve complex structures. Block
copolymers can be introduced into the system to combine
phase separation and polymer complexation to realize the
multilevel structures of PCFs. Such PCFs can be further
structured through knitting or weaving on demand to achieve
fine macrostructures for the targeted applications. Third, as
various strategies and techniques have been used to regulate
fiber properties during initial fabrication, postfabrication
modification is rarely explored, yet offers great potential
value to improve the diversity of fiber structure and
functionality. Surface modification is a common method for

postfabrication treatment in many physical and chemical
systems. However, traditional surface modification methods
like radiation, plasma treatment or electron beam irradiation
may be incompatible, mainly damaging the structure and
making them unsuitable as methods of PCF modification.
Future work focusing on the development of new surface
modification methods dedicated for PCFs may yield significant
improvements and greatly expand the possibilities mentioned
previously. Fourth, the rheological properties of polymer
complexes have been widely studied. Numerous researchers
have investigated the viscoelasticity of polymer complexes
affected by temperature, water, salts and pH, and further
established principles of Time−Temperature, Time−Water,
Time−Salt superposition. Also, rheology plays an important
role in spinning. By studying the fluidity of the spinning
solution and adjusting the viscosity to improve spinnability,
rheology can provide the important parameters to optimize
production conditions. However, the more profound insights
of analyzing the rheology of PCF spinning solution have been
rarely reported. More research about the rheology-structure
relationship of PCF materials should be established.
Finally, some applications of PCFs are not refined beyond

proof-of-concept, and effort should be devoted to realize
practical applications. For example, current studies of various
biomimetic platforms focus on the implementation of structure
and mechanical properties resembling natural tissues and may
provide materials that surpass the original. However,
investigation is still needed to prove the feasibility of these
biomimetic platforms as artificial tendons or soft robotics, to
realize the potential progress promised by these systems or
establish the reasons behind their limitations. We believe, with
the advances of theory and technique, PCFs with novel
properties and multifunctionality can be designed and
prepared to facilitate the development of next generation
materials.
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